DISRUPT OR BE DISRUPTED?
Ci2019 discovers how Australia can prepare for our rapidly changing world?

Award-winning innovation summit, Creative Innovation 2019 Asia Pacific (Ci2019), returns this April with a world-class line-up of over 40 innovators, entrepreneurs and futurists who will reveal how the nation will need to adapt its human intelligence in the age of Artificial Intelligence and the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

“The world of artificial intelligence and the rapid acceleration of other technologies will dramatically reshape Australian society in the near future.” explains Tania de Jong, Founder and Executive Producer of Ci2019.

“This transformation (both good and bad) is going to happen very quickly and we are entering into a period of massive transition. In order for Australia to progress and prepare for the future, we need to better understand the skills and strategies required for the transition to human intelligence 2.0”

Ci2019, a future-shaping event, will respond to these challenges in a series of thought-provoking key notes, master classes and conversations which imagine the future and explore themes such as automation of jobs, robotics, ethical leadership, relationships with machines and artificial intelligence, the future of work, skills of the future, technology, inequality and the pace of change, the disruption of education, amongst others.

Ci209 also recognises the need to champion emerging innovators and the future generation. Go Girl Go Global, a new talk series within this year’s event, is dedicated to supporting the development of skills required for STEM and Human Intelligence 2.0 in young women aged 15 -24. Ten young entrepreneurs will also be awarded scholarships worth over $10,000 recognising their innovative enterprises. The winners will be announced late January.

The critically acclaimed summit is the brainchild of renowned Australian entrepreneur and philanthropist Tania de Jong, recently named one of the 100 Women of Influence and one of the 100 Most Influential Entrepreneurs in Australia.

Ci2019 Asia Pacific, 1 – 3 April 2019, Sofitel Melbourne on Collins
Early Bird Tickets available until 31st January 2019

Highlight keynotes include:
Ray Kurzweil (USA): Director of Engineering at Google
The Future of Intelligence, Artificial and Natural
- Artificial intelligence and the future of work
- The pace of change in disrupted age
- Science and the future of technology

Lord Adair Turner (UK): Chairman of Institute for New Economic Thinking (INET) & Energy Transitions Commission
A Collective Future – The REAL Challenges and Opportunities
- Human intelligence 2.0 and skills of the future
- Capitalism in the Age of Robots - automation and employment issues
- Climate Change
Liesl Yearsley (USA): CEO and Co-Founder of A.Kin
*Developing personal AI to form intrinsic relationships with humans*

**Sexy Robots – Feeling, Loving and Working**
- Human-AI co-evolution
- The future of artificial intelligence and human relationships
- AI research in Australia
- Computational Neuroscience

David Gonski AC: Chairman of ANZ, Chancellor UNSW, President of Art Gallery NSW

**How will we manage the transition?**
- Business in the age of transition
- How do we transition humans and business in a world of AI?
- Corporate and government leadership
- Leading in Australia through times of disruption

Emma Martinho-Truswell (UK): Co-founder and COO of Oxford Insights

**What Leaders need to know about AI and the human challenges of leading in the age of AI**
- How artificial intelligence systems work, or don’t
- How to teach artificial intelligence
- Valued leadership traits in the age of disruption

Tania de Jong AM: Founder of Creative Universe, Creativity Australia & Creative Innovation Global

**Human Intelligence 2.0: How to manage change in an era of disruption and build a collective future?**
- What if you could fast-track your thinking about change and the future?
- Tools to develop agile growth, mindsets and skills, innovation, resilience, performance and leadership
- How to develop more right-brained, creative and collaborative thinking to solve wicked collective problems
- Insights into harnessing diversity and inclusion to build communities that care
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